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Reluctance Network Model of Open-Loop
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Simulation Software Analyses
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Abstract—Theautomotive industry progresses towards full
electrification of cars. Therefore, more and more current sen-
sors will be used in each car. These sensors must consume
little electrical energy and be as cheap as possible due to the
cost-sensitive automotive market. The latter leads to the use,
where possible, of Hall-effect open-loop sensors composed
of cheap magnetic materials, such as Fe-Si alloys for the
magnetic circuit. Depending on the wide range of current and
bandwidth of the different onboard electrical devices, each
sensor has a different magnetic circuit that must be designed
quickly but still accurately. This paper aims to facilitate the
design work of engineers by providing them with a simulation
model that can be easily used in a circuit type simulation
software such as LTspice. This model can bring high-fidelity results in terms of sensor linearity and frequency bandwidth
which allows the optimization of the sensor before proceeding to the prototyping step, reducing the time and costs of the
design phase.

17 Index Terms— SPICE, finite element analysis, magnetic flux density, current measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION18

S IMULATIONS are of high importance for design purposes

AQ:1

19

to improve electrical devices. In current sensors, especially20

Hall effect sensors, Finite Element (FE) simulations are of21

great help to optimize the magnetic circuit size and shape.22

All sensor dimensions must be optimized depending on the23

maximum current to be measured, the electromagnetic envi-24

ronment, and the bus-bar size. The air-gap length is one of the25

most important parameters to set correctly because it defines,26

among other things, the linearity limit of the sensor. However,27

especially simulating several current levels to obtain linearity28

curves is time-consuming and requires high computing power.29
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Moreover, to obtain the frequency bandwidth, several FE 30

time-domain simulations must be done (one per frequency). 31

All these simulations can take several days or even weeks to 32

complete. 33

One faster alternative is to take advantage of the electrical 34

and magnetic analogy, and to model the magnetic circuit 35

based on an equivalent magnetic network. The equivalent 36

magnetic network modelling is widely used in electrical 37

machines [1]–[4]. The equivalent magnetic network is also 38

used in less complicated systems as shown in [5] and [6]. 39

The authors in [5] have studied an oblong magnetic circuit 40

without airgap excited by one winding. The equivalent mag- 41

netic network is composed of 28 magnetic reluctances which 42

is enough to model local dynamic phenomena. Previously, the 43

authors in [6] have studied a circular magnetic circuit with 44

airgap for a closed-loop Hall effect sensor. Their equivalent 45

magnetic circuit is composed of only 5 magnetic reluctances, 46

because dynamic effects are considered differently (averag- 47

ing homogenization) than in [5]. In this paper, the method 48

developed in [6] is adapted in a more generalized way and 49

applied to two oblong geometries. The goal of this part of 50

the work is to develop a generic magnetic reluctance network 51

topology to guarantee the reproducibility of the method for a 52

large spectrum of magnetic circuit geometry/dimensions. 53

The main advantage of this approach is that the equivalent 54

magnetic circuit can be easily implemented in an electrical 55
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Fig. 1. Oblong wound magnetic cores fabricated with Fe-Si tape of
0.23 mm thickness.

circuit software such as LTspice. Furthermore, one can couple56

it to an electronic circuit and simulate the whole sensor in a57

fast way. Once identified, the model can give several useful58

pieces of information (sensor gain, time response, linearity,59

frequency bandwidth…) in a very short time.60

The next section describes the modelling methodology that61

we used to model the magnetic circuit with sufficient accuracy.62

The third section will present some results given by our63

model compared to experimental measurements. Before the64

conclusion part, a table is given to compare the proposed65

model to others published in literature.66

II. MODELLING METHODOLOGY67

Our modelling methodology is separated into two main68

parts. First, the geometric parameters of a magnetic equiv-69

alent network are identified at different DC current levels.70

Second, with the same network topology and the best identified71

geometric parameters, dynamic flux circuit tubes and specific72

components able to work in transient simulations are created.73

The components are put in place in the model to determine74

the sensor linearity, frequency bandwidth and response time.75

A. Magnetic Core Geometries76

To show that the method is generic, it is applied on two77

oblong magnetic cores with the same mechanical dimensions,78

but with different air gap localizations. Fig. 1 presents the79

studied magnetic cores. They are fabricated with silicon steel80

tape, wound on an oblong mandrel. The figure at the left81

exhibits the airgap in the small branch (ASB) and at right82

the air-gap in the long branch (ALB).83

B. First Finite Element Stationary84

Simulation on COMSOL85

The goal of these preliminary FE stationary simulations is86

to have an idea about the magnetic flux density distribution87

along the magnetic circuit and in the external environment88

(fringing flux) to propose a representative reluctance network89

model. The simulations have been done with COMSOL in90

3D mode for different primary DC current levels. Indeed, it is91

important to validate the reluctance model for complete current92

Fig. 2. 3D COMSOL model of ALB magnetic core and the tracing path
of the magnetic flux density in the xy plane.

Fig. 3. Magnetic flux density distribution over the half of the mean length
Lm of the ALB geometry for four simulated DC currents.

measuring range (up to 1200 A). Thus, parametric simulation 93

was done to obtain the magnetic flux density distribution along 94

the mean length of the magnetic circuit and along the air 95

gap. This flux density distribution will be used as a reference 96

by the optimization algorithm. For the rest of this section, 97

we present only the simulation results of the ALB geometry. 98

The conclusions for the ASB geometry are very similar. 99

Fig. 2 shows the ALB model and the mean path used to 100

plot the magnetic flux density. The geometric and physical 101

symmetries allow modelling of only the half of the magnetic 102

circuit. 103

Fig. 3 exhibits the stationary simulation results in term of 104

magnetic flux density distribution along the half mean path as 105

presented in Fig. 2. The simulation was done for 12 current 106

levels (100 to 1200 A). 107

Fig. 3 shows that for all values of current (only 4 out of 108

12 represented), the induction starts from its minimum in the 109

air gap to its maximum at the opposite side of the air-gap. 110
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Fig. 4. Flux density (color scale) and flux lines of the ALB geometry are
presented in the xy plane. The simulation was done at 400 A primary
current.

The flux density increases non-linearly with the mean length.111

We can also notice that for IP = 1200 A the induction reaches112

the practical saturation level of the Fe-Si material (1.85 T).113

This indicates that the measuring limit is close to 1200 A in114

this case. For the other curves, the maximum induction does115

not reach practical saturation levels. These curves will be used116

later for the identification of the geometric parameters.117

C. Reluctance Network Topology118

To propose a representative topology, we used the COMSOL119

stationary simulation to visualize the fringing flux lines. Fig. 4120

shows the flux density on a color scale, and flux lines in the121

xy plane.122

The figure shows clearly that the flux density distribution123

is non-homogenous inside the core, and it decreases from the124

opposite side of the air-gap to the air-gap. Indeed, the flux125

density decreasing is the result of the fringing field diverting126

from the magnetic material. Thus, the evolution of these two127

magnetic properties is antagonistic. The fringing flux lines are128

mainly located in the interior core volume (the hole of the129

sensor) and in the exterior core volume near the air-gap.130

To consider the fringing flux, we propose the reluctance131

network of Fig. 5.132

The reluctances R1 to R6 represent the magnetic circuit split133

into several parts. The reluctance Rfri1 determines the fringing134

flux inside the hole of the core and Rfri2 to Rfri4 reproduce the135

fringing flux distribution outside the magnetic core volume.136

In the ALB and ASB geometries, the Rfri2 and Rfri3 should137

not be necessary because the COMSOL simulation did not138

show any fringing flux lines in these regions. We still leave139

them in place in the identification process. If they have a140

negligible effect, the optimization algorithm should return141

parameters leading to negligible flux in these reluctances.142

Fig. 5. Generic reluctance network topology applied to the ALB
geometry. This topology will reproduce the flux density distribution inside
the core and in the air-gape and the distribution of the fringing field in the
air area around the magnetic core.

The reluctances Rgp1, Rgp2, Rgp11 and Rgp12 reproduce the 143

air-gap magnetic behaviour. The length of each reluctance is 144

calculated according to the dimensions of the magnetic circuit 145

and the fictitious angles α1 and α2. 146

D. Parameter Identification 147

An optimization method is used for the identification of the 148

parameters. 149

1) Geometric Parameter Identification: The following geo- 150

metric parameters are all defined relatively as ratios of cross 151

sections. 152

K1 = S f ri1

Scm
; K2 = K3 = S f ri2

Scm
; K4 = S f ri4

Scm
153

Kgp1 = Kgp2 = Sgp1

Scm
; Kgp11 = Sgp11

Scm
; Kgp12 = Sgp12

Scm
. 154

Scm is the magnetic circuit cross-section. Sfri1 to Sfri4 define 155

the fringing flux cross-sections of reluctances Rfri1 to Rfri4 156

respectively. 157

Sgp1, Sgp2, Sgp11, Sgp12 define the surfaces of reluctances 158

Rgp1, Rgp2, Rgp11, Rgp12 that represent the fringing fluxes in 159

the air- gap. 160

For each DC current level, the simulated curve of the 161

induction distribution in the magnetic circuit from COMSOL 162

is compared to the one given by the reluctance network model. 163

The objective function (minimization criteria) is the quadratic 164

error between these two curves (see [6] for details). The 165

reluctance network is modelled using the “Modified Nodal 166

Analysis” which is used in SPICE type software [7], [8]. 167
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Fig. 6. Geometric parameter optimization diagram. The geometric
parameters are modified according to the COMSOL curves until the
tolerance is respected in the minimization criteria.

Fig. 7. Variation of the geometric parameters as a function of the applied
primary current Ip for the ALB magnetic circuit.

Concretely, the optimization loop of Fig. 6 changes the168

geometric parameters (the ratios K1, K2, K3, K4, Kgp1, Kgp11169

and Kgp12) so that the difference between flux density obtained170

by COMSOL simulation “BCOMSOL” and that one calculated171

from the model “BMODEL” is minimized.172

First, the optimization algorithm found that K2 and K3173

had a very low value. Doing so, the algorithm confirms that174

reluctances Rfri2 and Rfri3 are not necessary for this magnetic175

circuit shape. Therefore, the corresponding values K2, K3 are176

removed in Fig. 7.177

Secondly, we notice that the values of K1, K4, Kgp1, are178

not very sensitive to the level of current. K1 and Kgp1 values179

are approximately equal to 2. This means that there is some180

fringing flux in the hole of the ALB core and in the air-gap.181

However, K4 represents the whole fringing flux outside the182

core and is evaluated at approximately 10. This means that183

there is a massive 3D fringing flux due to the large air-gap.184

Kgp11, Kgp12 slightly depend on the current level, but their185

changes cancel each other. For all these reasons, it is possible186

to define only one set of geometric parameters that will be187

valid for all current values. Table I summarizes the set of188

parameters that was adopted (mean value of each parameter189

for all current values).190

TABLE I
SET OF THE GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS

Fig. 8. Comparison between BMODEL and BCOMSOL distribution for
several primary currents Ip using a unique set of geometric parameters
of the ALB magnetic circuit.

The use of the parameters of table I ends up with the 191

following flux density distributions shown in Fig. 8. 192

BMODEL curves have step shapes because they correspond to 193

the flux density in each reluctance of the magnetic circuit and 194

air-gap. For each curve BMODEL in Fig. 8 we have 5 steps 195

which corresponds to Rgp11, Rgp1, R6, R4 and R2 from 196

Fig. 5. The inset in Fig. 8 presents the first two steps (zoom) 197

up to halfway in the airgap. Going from the highest level 198

of induction to the lowest one, each step means that some 199

magnetic fringing flux is diverted. 200

In order to prove that using mean values for the geomet- 201

ric parameters does not change the accuracy of the model, 202

we calculated the difference of the flux density in the air-gap 203

between COMSOL simulations and the model by using the set 204

of parameters in Table I (mean values) and the model without 205

averaging the values (without mean values). We have chosen 206

the flux density in the air-gap because it is the one that open- 207

loop Hall-effect current sensors use for sensing. For each case, 208

the difference versus primary current value is plotted in Fig. 9. 209

Clearly, there is no difference in the air-gap except for the 210

last current value (1200 A) which is not exaggerated as an 211

error. Thus, mean values of the geometric parameters can be 212

used for any simulated primary current. The same conclusions 213

have been found for the ASB magnetic core. 214

Now that the network topology and the geometrical para- 215

meters are identified, we can focus on the second main part 216
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Fig. 9. Flux density error in the air-gap as a function of primary current IP.
The error is the difference between COMSOL and MODEL result in the
air-gap. The curve in blue is regarding the MODEL without the use of
average geometric parameters and the curve in red is regarding the
MODEL with the use of average geometric parameters.

of the identification which consists in building dynamic flux217

tubes (replacing reluctances) and specific components able to218

work in transient simulations.219

2) Magnetic Material Modelling: The dynamic magnetic220

material model is based on the following equation:221

Hdyn(B) = Hstat(B) + γ × d B

dt
(1)222

Assumptions, limits, and rules of use of this model are fully223

detailed in [9]. The dynamic excitation field (Hdyn) is assumed224

as the sum of a static field (Hstat) that depends on the value of225

B (flux density) and the value of the derivative dB/dt multiplied226

by a dynamic parameter γ that must be identified.227

In our case, Hstat(B) is just a quasi-static anhysteretic non-228

linear function as shown in Fig. 10.229

The value of γ is determined by comparing the simulated230

and measured hysteresis loops obtained on an oblong Fe-Si231

closed magnetic core (without air-gap) with a sinusoidal flux232

density waveform of amplitude B = 1.7 T at the frequency233

of 100 Hz. AMH-200K-S of LABORATORIO ELECTRO234

FISICO was used as a hysteresis measurement equipment.235

After identification, the obtained dynamic parameter γ236

is 0.0412. Fig. 10 shows the measured and the optimized237

hysteresis loops.238

E. Specific Components Implementation in LTspice239

Three specific components were built, and symbols were240

created on LTspice software to model the whole sensor more241

easily. These components are the magnetic circuit flux tube,242

the air flux tube, and the winding.243

1) Magnetic Circuit Flux Tube: This magnetic component244

concerns the flux tubes that will represent the magnetic circuit245

reluctances (R1 to R6). This component holds the dynamic246

model (equation (1)). The equation can be expressed in terms247

of magneto-motive forces and fluxes by introducing Lm (aver-248

age length of the considered reluctance) and Scm (cross-section249

Fig. 10. BH loop measured at 100 Hz and at imposed sinusoidal
flux density (1.7 T) compared to optimized one. The Anhysteretic curve
corresponds to the mean curve between the ascendant and descendant
parts of the measured BH loop.

of the magnetic circuit). 250

Hdyn × Lm = Lm × Hstat

(
φ

Scm

)
+ Lm × γ

Scm
× dφ

dt
(2) 251

The latter equation is implemented with a behavioural voltage 252

source (BV) and a resistor as shown in Fig. 11 a. 253

2) Air Flux Tube: With the employed analogy, a simple 254

capacitor (which represents the permeance of an air flux tube) 255

is sufficient to represent flux paths in the air (airgap and 256

fringing field paths). The component is presented on Fig. 11 b. 257

3) Winding Component: It is a component that allows 258

the passage from electric quantities (expressed in volts and 259

amperes) to magnetic ones (magnetomotive forces and flux 260

derivatives expressed in A and Wb/s respectively). This com- 261

ponent is modelled thanks to two behavioural voltage sources 262

and one resistor (electrical resistance of the winding) as shown 263

in Fig. 11 c. 264

4) Whole Model of the Open Loop Sensor Magnetic Core: 265

With all the components made so far, it is very easy to build 266

the whole model of the sensor shown in Fig. 5. The built whole 267

sensor model is presented in Fig. 11 d. 268

III. RESULTS ON THE WHOLE SENSOR MODEL 269

The model is validated using three types of measurements: 270

• The linearity measurements, 271

• The bandwidth measurements, 272

• The response time measurements (di /dt). 273

The linearity is validated on the ALB and ASB sensors, 274

but the bandwidth and the time response are validated with a 275

commercialized LEM sensor HAH3 1200 S07/SP3 [10]. All 276

the validation experiments were made at room temperature. 277

A. Linearity Validation 278

The measurements were made using a Data Acquisition Sys- 279

tem which is an assembly of different devices (DC suppliers, 280

Digital Multi-Meters, High precision current sensor, DC volt- 281

age suppliers, …) all managed using LabView. Sequencies 282
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Fig. 11. LTspice magnetic components. a: magnetic flux tube; b: air flux tube; c: winding component. They are assembled following the proposed
network topology to build the LTspice model of open loop Hall sensor presented in d. All the parameters (including the geometric and dynamic
parameters) are introduced in their corresponding magnetic components thanks to “.param” option.

can be programmed to lunch automated measurements, for283

example to apply a specific current profile and/or a specific284

temperature profile.285

The linearity measurement principle is illustrated in Fig. 12.286

Indeed, the current measured by the tested sensor is compared287

to the reference current measured by the high precision sensor.288

The applied current profile starts with 100 A to 1100 A with289

a step of 100 A.290

The figures Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the comparison291

between the LTspice simulated linearity and the measured292

linearity for the ALB and ASB, respectively. Two linearity293

errors are chosen to evaluate the differences between the294

measurement and the simulation linearity: 0.5 % and 1 %.295

Globally, the curves behave the same way. The model296

overestimates by 65 A at 0.5 % linearity error and by 90 A297

at 1 % linearity error. This means that the model can predict298

the current limit where the linearity errors exceed 0.5 %299

and 1 % with good accuracy (6 % and 7.9 % respectively)300

for the ALB core sensors.301

The model represents the ASB sensor behaviour too. The302

model also overestimates by 65 A at 0.5 % linearity error and303

by 73 A at 1 % linearity error. This means that the model can304

predict the current limit where the linearity errors exceed 0.5 %305

Fig. 12. Linearity test bench functioning principle. The DAS applies an
increasing current profile through the DC suppliers. The applied current is
measured by the high precision current sensor and by the tested sensor
through its Hall die placed in the centre of the air-gap. The Hall die
was calibrated accordingly to the magnetic circuit. The DAS collects the
measurements for data post-processing.

and 1 % with good accuracy (7.2 % and 7.9 % respectively) 306

for the ASB core sensors. 307

B. Bandwidth Validation 308

The measurements were made using the experiment shown 309

in Fig. 15. The AC supplier was set as follows: 310
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Fig. 13. Linearity for ALB core at IPn = 600 A. The magnetic circuit
of an open loop Hall effect sensor is always designed according to the
nominal current IPn and maximal current IPmax of a given application.

Fig. 14. Linearity for ASB core at IPn = 600 A. The magnetic circuit
of an open loop Hall effect sensor is always designed according to the
nominal current IPn and maximal current IPmax of a given application.

Fig. 15. Bandwidth measurement functioning principle. The DC voltage
supplier is used to feed up the tested sensor.

• Peak current of 20 A,311

• Sine waveform,312

• Sweep frequency from 10 Hz to 100 kHz.313

Fig. 16. Bode gain plot and frequency difference. The inset shows the
frequency difference between measurement and simulation as a function
of the gain.

Fig. 17. Bode phase plot and frequency difference. The inset shows the
frequency difference between measurement and simulation as a function
of the phase shift.

The impedance analyzer calculates the gain and the phase 314

shift by comparing the injected AC current measured with 315

the high bandwidth sensor to the current measured with the 316

3 phases sensor. Five sensors were submitted to the test. Thus, 317

in total 12 phases (monophase sensors) were measured. 318

The mean curves of the 12 sensors are considered as the 319

reference. The LTspice bandwidth simulation is made in the 320

same conditions as the measurements (except that it is done 321

only once). 322

Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show, respectively, the Bode gain plot 323

and Bode phase plot for the simulation and the measurement. 324

The model can provide Bode plots with good accuracy. 325

Quantitatively, in the case of the Bode gain plot, the model 326

accurately fits the targeted values between −1 and −3 dB 327

which corresponds to frequencies approximately between 328

20 kHz and 75 kHz. Indeed, in this interval, the frequency 329

error is very low (�f is less than 2.1 kHz) as shown in the 330

inset of Fig. 16. For the Bode phase plot, the model precisely 331

fits the targeted values of less than 1◦ phase shift which 332
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Fig. 18. Response time experiment. The DC voltage supplier is used to
feed up the tested sensor.

TABLE II
SUMS UP THE RESPONSE TIMES FOR THE 12 SENSORS

corresponds approximately to 1.2 kHz. Indeed, the frequency333

error is less than 250 Hz as shown in the inset of Fig. 17.334

Beyond 1◦ phase shift, the accuracy of the model decreases335

(frequency difference increases). The phase is generally much336

more difficult to predict than the gain, so this result is not337

surprising.338

It is to notice that the simulations did not include the Hall339

die frequency behaviour because its bandwidth response is340

very large compared to the magnetic circuit. Indeed, [11]341

shows that the −3 dB gain frequency is around a few hundreds342

of kHz and the 1◦ phase shift frequency is around a few tens343

of kHz.344

C. Response Time Validation345

The measurements were made using the experiment shown346

in Fig. 18. The pulse generator was set as follows:347

• Peak current of 1200 A,348

• A step signal with slope of 100 A/μs.349

Fig. 19. Current step signal scop screenshot of the sensor 12. The red
rectangle shows the time response at 90% of the primary signal.

Fig. 20. Simulated di/dt step signal of the LTspice model. At 90% of
1200 A, the response time is 2.5µs.

A Scope was used to visualize the shunt voltage which is 350

the image of the injected pulse current, and the Hall voltage 351

measured by the tested 3 phases sensor. The response time 352

is calculated at 90 % of the shunt voltage that corresponds 353

to 1200 A. 354

As for the bandwidth measurements, 5 three phases’ sensors

AQ:7

355

were submitted to the response time test. Thus, in total 356

12 phases (monophase sensors) were measured. 357

The table below summarizes the calculated response times 358

for the 12 measured sensors. 359

The mean value is around 2 μs. 360

Fig. 19 shows an oscilloscope screenshot of a dv/dt (image 361

of di /dt) measurement of sensor 12. 362

The blue curve is the shunt voltage of the primary current 363

and the cyan curve is the Hall output voltage of the tested 364

sensor. As shown with cursors, the sensor 12 responds with 365

tr = 2.4 μs. 366

The output Hall voltage is proportional to the flux density in 367

the airgap. Neglecting the response time of the Hall probe, the 368

response time of the LTspice model is evaluated by measuring 369

directly the induction in the air-gap. Indeed, the Hall die 370
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED MODEL TO PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED ONES

TABLE IV
SIMULATION TIME CONSUMPTION

response time is depending on the spinning frequency of the371

bias current [11]–[14] which is greater than 8 MHz.372

Fig. 20 shows the LTspice model response to the di /dt step373

signal. At 90% of 1200 A, the response time is 2.5μs.374

If we consider the measured response time mean value375

of 2 μs, the model deviates by only 0.5 μs for the worst case,376

which is highly precise. The response time accuracy is mainly377

related to the dynamic parameter γ . Thus, the identification378

must be done with high precision.379

Table III exhibits a qualitative comparison between the380

proposed model and other magnetic models. Only few models381

were found in literature that includes the magnetic circuit382

behaviour.383

IV. CONCLUSION384

In this paper, a generic reluctance network model of the385

magnetic core of open-loop Hall effect current sensors with a386

dedicated identification protocol is presented. It is shown that387

the geometrical parameters to identify are independent of the388

current level. Thus, only one set of parameters is necessary to389

simulate the sensor’s response for any current amplitude and390

waveform.391

The added value of the specific components implementation392

in LTspice (dynamic flux tubes, air tubes and winding compo-393

nents) allows predicting exact results before the prototyping394

phase. First, the model linearity results show good agreement395

with the measurements for the two magnetic cores (ALB and396

ASB). The current limit of linearity for 0.5 % or 1 % error397

is predicted by the model with an accuracy below 10 % for 398

both types of sensors. Secondly, the frequency behaviour of the 399

sensor is also predictable by the established model. It has been 400

found that between −0.5 dB and −3 dB, the model predicts the 401

frequencies with an error below 2 kHz in the range of 20 kHz 402

to 70 kHz. The phase shift diagram predicted by the model 403

gave good results too until 1◦. After that, the error between 404

the model and the measurements diverges, as the phase shift is 405

generally much more difficult to predict with accuracy. Finally, 406

the response time of the sensor can also be estimated by our 407

model with an error below 0.5 μs for the worst case. Now 408

that the model of the oblong magnetic circuit with air gap is 409

validated, engineers can, for any design: 410

• Simulate all types of current waveforms, 411

• Identify trends by varying the geometric dimensions (in 412

a small range: air gap, cross-section, …), 413

• Estimate frequency bandwidths, 414

• Estimate the response time, in a very short time. 415

A time consumption estimation is done considering LTspice 416

and COMSOL linearity and bandwidth simulations. 417

Clearly, using the LTspice model will save much time. 418

As the proposed model (and the associated protocol) can 419

also be used to describe other devices under the condition 420

that the magnetic core geometry remains close to the oblong 421

shape and to the studied dimensions, engineers can also work 422

on the design of electronic circuits for closed-loop Hall effect 423

sensors. If the geometry and/or the dimensions are completely 424

changed, the identification protocol presented in the paper can 425

be easily reused/readapted because the protocol has been fully 426

automated using the COMSOL “LiveLink Matlab” module. 427

Thanks to the model developed in this paper, engineers can 428

give some preliminary answers during the design phase, before 429

the generally more costly prototyping phase. 430
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